
RB108: Public Comment 3 by Michael Fischer on Ceiling Heights in Basement Spaces 

Representing the American Institute of Building Design (AIBD) 

Restores the previously allowed ceiling condition by adding this language: 

Beams, girders, ducts or other obstructions in basements containing habitable space shall be permitted to project to within 6 feet 4 inches (1931mm) of the 

finished floor.  

 

The 2012 IRC allows sloped ceilings to project as low as 5’, 

or lower if the room exceeds the minimum size.  

The code also requires obstructions for basements without 

habitable space to be at least 6’4” from the floor, but once 

the space is converted to habitable space there is no 

exemption from the clear ceiling height requirement. 

Building a “sloped ceiling” assembly to enclose the beam 

as shown on the left would allow the clear height to be 

drastically reduced. It seems silly that this option is 

allowed, while the 6’4” clearance for non-habitable space 

cannot be applied to finished basements. 

The 2003 IRC permitted beams in habitable spaces to be 

6’6” from the floor, but that allowance was removed in 

2006. Homes were built prior to that change with the 

assumption that the non-habitable space could be 

converted at some point, but the code change eliminated 

that option.   

If the ceiling height in the finished basement is 7’, the 

beam in the finished basement space as shown at left is 

not permitted. The public comment would restore the 

option to convert the space, but limit the beam height to 

6’4” from the floor to be consistent with the non-habitable 

space requirement. 



 

This detail shows the allowable heights 

for basement space applications as they 

were contained in the 2003 IRC.  

Habitable basement spaces were 

required to have ceilings at 7’, and the 

code allowed beams to project down to 

a height of 6” below the ceiling height, 

which would set it at a minimum of 6’6”. 

This height became a variable; if the 

ceiling height ended up at 7’2”, 

however, the beam would have to be 

higher. Setting the beam height as a 

function of the ceiling height is 

problematic and counter-intuitive.  

This public comment restores the prior 

option to convert basements to 

habitable space, gets rid of the “moving 

target” dimensions, and uses beam 

heights consistent with current 

provisions for unfinished basements but 

retaining the minimum 7’ ceiling height.         

 

Reason Statement (PC3): During the past several code cycles, there have been numerous changes to the ceiling height and support beam projection height for habitable 

spaces in basements. This creates an issue when homes built to the previous standards include beams located in unfinished basements at heights that would allow the 

conversion to habitable space. Once the code changes, these spaces no longer fit the dimensions, and the option to convert this “future finished basement” evaporates. 

Rarely do codes become retro-active to previous construction, but this is one case where code changes can affect existing designs.  

The 2003 IRC allowed ceiling heights in habitable basement spaces to be at 7 feet above the finished floor (a.f.f.), and beams could project 6 inches lower than the ceiling (to 

6’6”). Non-habitable spaces in basements could have ceilings at 6’8”, with beams at 6’4”. Designers could set the non-habitable basement ceiling height at 7’, with beams at 

6’6”, knowing that the space could later be converted to habitable space.  

The 2009 IRC removed the 6” projection below the ceiling height as an option. Under this change, designers would have no option for any beam heights below 7’ in any 

habitable basement space. Beams could be located at 6’4” in non-habitable basements.  

The proposed modification would reinstate the option to accommodate beams and girders in basements containing habitable spaces. With this language added, the designer 

can establish the ceiling height of an unfinished basement at 7 feet, while setting the beam height at 6’4” a.f.f., thus allowing for the basement to be converted to habitable 

space.  

There are numerous reasons why restoring this design option make sense. Allowing ducts to be located within conditioned basement space can help improve the energy 

efficiency of the home, and finishing basements to add living space is an important design option- saving space and optimizing the available floor area. The sloped ceiling 

option would theoretically allow the designer to encase beams within sloped ceilings that are permitted to be as low as 5 feet a.f.f., so restoring this option does nothing to 

adversely impact ceiling clearances. This option provides greater design flexibility and versatility of the space, while maintaining appropriate levels of safety. 
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